#2432 The Yom Kippur War and the Abomination of Desolation – The post-World War II U.S.
waxing great toward the South and toward the East as a second Syria/Antiochus IV Epiphanes,
part 691, Building the Christian-Jewish-Arab Temple, (lxx), Repeat of Unsealing #1461
about how Wall Street came to have its name
#1461 Building the Temples of the Christian New Israel and the Jewish new Israel – Note
that the Wall and the Temple (House of God) themes are together in the building of
America as a counterfeit Living Stones House of God, part 2, The April 30, 1789, Living
Stone Inauguration of George Washington took place on the balcony of Federal Hall on
Wall Street
As part of this entire theme of building the City, the Wall, and the Temple, we are going to note
that in the building of the counterfeit Living Stones Temple of God, that is, the Body of
Americans – seen through the April 30, 1789, inauguration of the first President of the United
States, George Washington – the Lord ordained the themes of the City, the Wall, and the Temple
to go together.
Key Understanding #1: The inauguration of George Washington on Wall Street. The April
30, 1789, inauguration of George Washington took place at Federal Hall on Wall Street in
New York City.
Wall Street. In 1653, Dutch
settlers on Manhattan Island
had built a 12-foot high wall of
timber and earth to protect
themselves from Indians,
pirates, English colonists, and
the English themselves. [Here
we see the theme of the wall
protecting the city.]
Construction of the Timber
Wall at Wall Street,
by Frederick Elmiger

Here is #1461–Doc 1, about the construction of the wall along what would later become
known as Wall Street. The article surrounds the painting by Frederick Elmiger shown above.
Click here for #1461–Doc 1

Click here for the Original Source of #1461–Doc 1

The England-Netherlands (Anglo-Dutch) Wars. The Netherlands and England fought three
naval wars between 1652 and 1674 – the First Anglo-Dutch War (1652-1654), the Second
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Anglo-Dutch War (1665-1667), and the Third Anglo-Dutch War (1672-1674). In 1664, English
warships sailed into what is now New York Harbor and forced Dutch governor Peter Stuyvesant
to surrender New Amsterdam. This resulted in the Second Anglo-Dutch War (1665-1667). New
Amsterdam became New York City. The Dutch regained the colony on August 9, 1673, but then
ceded it to England under the terms of the Treaty of Westminster of 1674. It was at that time that
the name of the city was permanently changed from New Amsterdam to New York City
(because it was permanently out of the hands of the Dutch).
In 1685, surveyors laid out Wall Street along the lines of the original stockade. The wall was
dismantled by the British in 1699. The street that ran along where the wall had been had become
a bustling commercial thoroughfare because it joined the banks of the East River with those of
the Hudson River to the west. A city hall and a church were built on this street, along with the
warehouses and shops of early merchants. New York City was the capital of the United States
from 1785 to 1790, meaning that it was the capital of the U.S. when the first President of the
U.S., George Washington, was inaugurated on April 30, 1789. That is why the inauguration took
place in New York City, at Federal Hall, which was built on Wall Street. [Washington D.C. was
built during the 1790’s.]
Key Understanding #2: The origin of Wall Street was a wall of defense for the Dutch city of
New Amsterdam, which would become the British city of New York City.

(right) This is a 1916
redraft of what is called
the Castello Plan of New
Amsterdam in 1660.
(North is to the right,
south is to the left). Its
location is what today is
known as (extreme)
Lower Manhattan. The
wall stretched across the
island on the north side
of the city to protect the
Dutch from Indians,
pirates, English
colonists, and the
English themselves.

The wall

Here is #1461–Doc 2, which is an article about the Dutch (when New York City was known as
New Amsterdam) building the wall of protection after which Wall Street is named.
Click here for #1461–Doc 2

Click here for the Original Source of #1461–Doc 2
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1 Peter 2:4-9 (NIV) As you come to him [Jesus Christ], THE LIVING STONE—rejected by
men but chosen by God and precious to him—
5 you also, like LIVING STONES, are being built into A SPIRITUAL HOUSE to be a
holy priesthood, offering spiritual sacrifices acceptable to God through Jesus Christ.
6 For in Scripture it says: “See, I lay a stone in Zion, a chosen and precious cornerstone,
and the one who trusts in him will never be put to shame.”
7 Now to you who believe, this stone is precious. But to those who do not believe, “The stone
the builders rejected has become the capstone,”
8 and, “A stone that causes men to stumble and a rock that makes them fall.” They stumble
because they disobey the message—which is also what they were destined for.
9 But you are a chosen people, a royal priesthood, A HOLY NATION, a people belonging to
God, that you may declare the praises of him who called you out of darkness into his
wonderful light.
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